Controlled clockwise-counterclockwise motion of the ring-shaped microtubules assembly.
The microtubule (MT)-kinesin system has been proposed as the building block of biomolecular motor based artificial biomachines. Considerable efforts have been devoted to integrate this system that produced a variety of ordered structures including the ring-shaped MT assembly which is being considered as a promising candidate for the further development of the biomachines. However, lack of proper knowledge that might help tune the direction of motion of ring-shaped microtubule assembly from counterclockwise to clockwise direction, and vice versa, significantly restricted their potential applications. We report our success in controlling the direction of rotational motion of ring-shaped MT assembly by altering the preparation conditions of microtubules. The change in the direction of rotation of MT rings could be interpreted in terms of the accompanied structural rearrangement of the MT lattice. For achieving handedness-regulated efficient biomachines having tunable asymmetric property, our study will be significantly directive.